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The development of a time deposit forecasting model for 
First Valley Bank is presented in this paper, Since aany of the 
bank's activities depend upon the level of time deposits, a forecast 
can be used in several ways to assist 
corporate objectives, 
I •': 
The techniques of regression analysis and exponential aaoothing 
were used to produce a time deposit forecasts the former to construct 
the forecasting mod.el, and the latter to generate estimates of each 
0 
independent variable included in that model. Substitution of these 
values into the forecasting equation produced a time deposit forecast, 
The resulting forecasting model contains two independent variables1 
average weekly earnings of production workers in manufacturing indus-
tries in the Lehigh Valley, and total civilian work force in the 
Lehigh Valley, Both variables are significant since they possess 
t-values of 16,20 and 3,75 respectively, Together, they account for 
nearly 92% of the total variation in time deposits, As a forecaster, 
the model proves to be quite effective since the estimates agree 
favorably with the actual levels of time deposits, 
..c.. . - - -'----------------'-------:-----~----:-
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I, INTRODUaI'ION • 
A forecast, in general, is an estimate of the futures a measure 
of future observations, provided that the underlying process contin-
ues as it has in the past. Any change in the present process must; 
be accounted for by a modification of the forecasting model. 
Forecasting is necessary in any business enterprise; " •• , there 
can be no intelligent or effective planning for a business enterprise 
without the prelinnary step of forecasting." 1 All planning must 
begin with a forecast of the uouht of business expected,,, in the 
period under consideration. Without a prognostication, the business-
man has nothing on which to base his planning and decision making. 
A forecast is by no aeans an end in itself; it is not a plan. 
. ' 
·-
It is a tool for planning and decision making, Whether or not it leads 
to correct management decisions is an indication of the effectiveness 
of the forecast, Since the business enviromnent (within which the 
forecast is made) is always changing, a constant evaluation of the 
forecasting model is a very necessary aspect. 
l 
Establishing sales quotai1setting expense budgets, and planning 
( 
capital expenditures are only a few examples of forecast utilization. 
A variety of methods are available for use. Some of these techniques are 
basically quantitative, others are qualitative, The variou~ techniques 
•" 
can be divided into the following fiveiroad categor~es12 
- . 
1. Newbury, Frank D, Business Forecasting, New Yorks M0Graw-Hill 
:Book Co,, 1952. 
2. Brigham, Eugene F., and Pappas, James L. Managerial Economies. 
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Ii 1. Trend projection 
~ 
" 
,• 2, Barometric methods 
3, Econometric models 
4, Input-output analys1·s 
S, Survey techniques 
Within each of these categories are specific techniques subh as 
uoothing, both of which are 
eaployed in this study. 
Several factors must be considered when selecting a aethod for 
a particular task. Some of the important factors ares 
1. The distance into the future that one must forecast 
2. The lead tiae needed for making decisions 
3 • The level of accuracy required 
Another very 11lportant consideration is cos~. As a technique becoaes 
more sophisticated the cost increases, This additional outlay must 
.. 
be warranted. For example, if a given level of accuracy is desired, 
. 
0 
the cost of a fore cast en-or should be coai-red to the cost of providing 
this accuracy, thi~ is simply to say "that highly sophisticated fore-
casting procedures should not be employed unless the increased accuracy· 
of the resulting forecasts save the company at least as auch as the 
additional cost of the sophisticated forecasting procedures," 3 
In essence, fore casting is an essential part of any business · · 
enterprise and some fora of 1 t aust be ea ployed for use in plannii;;ag_ 
' 
-. 
and decision making. 
r 
' 
Jo Mize 0 Joseph H., White, Charles R,, and Brooks, George H, 
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II, A WOK AT FIRS!' VALLEY 
I 
The objective !of this. study is to develop a forecasting model to•. 
estimate the future levels of time deposits for the First Valley Bank, 
whose .u.in office is located in Bethlehem. The bank also has many 
branches spread throughout the Lehigh Vallt,y. Included within the 
definition of tille deposits are regular passbook savings accounts, 
monthly income certificates, and certificates of deposit .. A aore 
detailed description of each of these types of time deposits is 
presented in Appendix I, 
Presently, very little is being done to forecast tille deposits, 
Since time deposits are the most important function of the bank, 
this should not be the case. They compttse the major source of 
loanable funds for the bank and are, therefore, the primary determinant 
of its earnings and asset growth, Because of this relationship 
between savings and growth, a forecast of the level of future savinga 
can be used in several ways to assist management in attaining its 
corporate objectives. One of the main goals of this management group 
is to provide, and to maintain aver the long run, an increasing level 
of dividend payouts and at the same time to retain at least fifty per-
cent of annual earnings in the firJI for future growth, To achieve 
this goal, aanageaent attempts to incur or to defer current expenses 
.... .,,,,,., \"" '· 
so as to insure a relatively saooth and sustainable r&te of reported 
earnings growth, Without a reasonably accurate forecast of future 
0 
savings levels,-· management faces the risk that cyclical fluctuations 
in the level of savings, and therefore, earnings, will lead them to 
\ 







subsequent years. Aside froa the aaintenance of this dividend policy, 
the main concern of management is to increase the earnings and asset 
base of the firm. An accurate forecast of time deposits can provide 
information required to meet· this objective. First, knowledge of 
the future level of time deposits is necessary to determine what the 
present loan structure of the firll should be," If an increase in the 
future level of time deposits is projected, more of the firm's present 
assets can be placed in longer term, higher yield loans. If future 
savings are expected to decrease or remain constant, a larger portion 
I 
of funds must be placed in shorter term, lower yield loans to assure 
future liquidity and flexibility. Second, a foree&sted future t1ae 
deposit level which is insufficient to sustain the growth of objectives 
of the firm will provide a timely warning to management that it must 
change some of its policies if the growth objective is to be atta~9ed, 
Finally, a forecast figure can be used as a benchmark in evaluating 
the performance of the employees in the bank, Management has stated ~~ 
. 
\~ 




increased savings among \rl;il'· Qi:-U\,, customers. If actual time deposit"levels 
fall short of forecasted levels, it i~:tmiiea-tion that the 
employees are not doing the job expected of them, 
The above discussion implies that management aust make plans 
now to continue its growth, Should the mortgage department be 
e~nded and securities sold? Should the bank hire more consuaer loan 
. 
specialists? A reliable fore cast of time deposits would be helpful 
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III. REGRESSION AND CORRELATION 
Introduction 
In . most businesses, the dependence of one variable on one or more 
other variables is of great interest. The dependence of demand on 
price, production level on amount of inpaits, or manufacturing cost on 
~ount of inputs, are.only a few examples of the many ,applications of 
regression and correlation analyais.·-·As will be seen later, correla-
tion is used basically as an aid to regression analysis in the devel-
opment of a "best'' regression model. 
Correlation Between Two Variables 
The correlation coefficient (r) is an estimate of the linear 
relationship between two variables. If we have two variables (X & Y) 
and a sample of a observations, the coefficient is calculated as 
follows1 
. ~· -- .. . -- . n I: X1 Yi - l: X1 t· Yi 
r = ----------------- (1) 
.J ~.L°"~ E Xt2 - (E X1)~ J:°n E Y12 - (t Y1 )~ ~ 
The value of r lies in the range between a-1 and 1, A value of zero 
indicates no linear ralationship between the two variables, whereas 
a value of r equal to one (or - 1) implies that the set of n points 
lie on a straight line. As the absol~te valte o:f r deviates from unity, 
the linear associati o:n between the two variables decreases. 
"The correlation coefficient is not in any way a·aeasure of any 
~ . 
causal relationship between the two random variables." 4 
- 4. Smillie, K. W. An Introduction to Regression and Cor2:elat1on. 
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It is only an indication of how one variable is changing in relation 
to the other during a given period, Any failure to recognize this 
relationship could lead to invalid resu1ts, 
General·¥neax Res.!;ession Model 
The general linear regression mode1 is of the form, 
.... 
- where B0 , B1, •• ,Bn are unknow population regression coefficients 
and u1 is an unknown random variable which is a measure of the deviation 
of Y1 from exact linear dependence on the n independent variables, 
For the purpose of applying statistical tests, u1 is assumed to coae 
:f'rom a normaJ population with a mean of zero and constant variance, 
An estimate of equation (2) is, 
(J) 
' ' . 
where b0 , b1, •••• ,bn are estimates of the population coefficients 
and e1~· a residual tera, is an estimate of the i th value of u. The 
residual term is a aeasure of the difference between the calculated 
value of Y1 from equation (J) and the actual value, 
The coefficients b0 , b1, , •• e, 'bn are obtained through utilization 
of the least squares method, This technique selects the coefficients 
that minimize the sum. of sq11ares of the residual terms. The method 
can be demonstrated using a simple two variable case of the form, 
Y1 • bo + bi X + e1 
The coefficients are calculated as followsc 
bo : I: X1 2 I: Y1 - I: X1 I: X1 Y1 
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(6) 
These are the best estimates of the popalation coefficients B
O 
and B1 ~ 
A graphical representation of the best possible fit provided by the 
method of least squares is presented in Figure 1. 
y 
-" 
slope : b1 
..._ ___________ x 
FIGURE 1 
The coefficient b is an intercept term with little economic signifi-o 
cance, since it is usually beyond the "relevant range," 11 5 the range 
where the relationship expressed by the function is valid. The expected 
change in Y related to a unit change in X is rep.resented by b1 , the 
slope of the line. If more than one independent variable were 
included in the equation, b1 would be the expected change in y related 
to a unit change in~· holding constant the valuea of the other 
variables in the model. 
I 
Several statistics are necessary in the evaluation of a regression 
5, Horngren, Charles T, Cost Accountinss A !'fanagerial Emphasis. 













model, The most important of these is the coefficient of determination 
' ) 
(R2) •· · It is defined as "the proportion of the tota~ variation in 
the dependent variable that is explained by the full set of independent 
6 _2 
variables included in the model," The algebraic formulation of Ir' , 
is the followings 
Total Variation i:ti Y • t { Yt- Y)2 
Total explained variation = t { yt_ Y)2 
Total unexplained ' ( " )2 = t yt - yt 
variation 
=Eu 2 t 
R2 
-
E (Yt - Y}2 
- I: (Y - Y)2 t 
where, Yt = observed. value of Y 
A 
Yt = predicted value of Y 





In other words, R2 is the propor~ion of the total variation which is 
explained by the regression model. The value of R2 can range frOll 
zero to one, where a value of zero implies that the model does not 
account for any of the va.riation in the independent variable and is, 
therefore, a bust, 
Another useful ~tistic is the stanqard error tJf estiaate. It 
is a measure of the scatter of the observations about the regression 
line and is calculated as followsa 
Se = ./ E (Yt -\\)2 
n - 2 --r-
(-11) 
6. Brigham, Eugene F, and Pappas, James L, ~rial Econcaica, 
,Hinadale, I1l1no1s1 The Dryden Press, 1972, p. 1:30. 
9, 
' ' 





where n is the suple sime. A conf14ence interval for predicting 
values of the dependent variable, given values '15dr the independent 
variables, can be established using this statistic, For instance, 
there is a 95% chance that the estimates developed from the regression 
~. 
. 
equation will lie within the range Yt ± Z Se' As the standaro error 
of estimate decreases, more confidence is placed in the predictions, 
An indication of the level of confidence that can be delegated 
to an estimated parameter of an independent .variable is provided by 
the standal:,i error of the coefficient, A value is computed. for each 
independent variable as suchs 
Se ~ = ~ I: (X1- X)2 
(12) 
This statistic and the est~mated regression eoeffieient of each 
independent variable are employed 1n the calculation of the t-value 
statistics 
(13) 
The t-value is used to test the hypothesis that Bn = G. A high t-value 
reinfc,rces confidence in the coefficient as a predictor, whereas a low 
value (under 2,0) indicates poor predictive power, A value of t less 
n 
than two leads to the conclusion that B • 0 and, hence, no relation-
n 
ship between X and Y, 
n 
Stepwise regression is a technique which arranges the independent 
variables in the equation in accordance with the amount of variation 
in the dependent variable explained by each of the other variables. 
The variable which accounts for the largest proportion of the variation 
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.. 
This variable will also have the highest t-value, The remaining 
variables are then placed in the equation in descending order, based 
' 
.. 
on t-values • 
Cue must be exercised when applying the stepwise regression 
technique, For example, suppose two1 of the independent Va?:'iables are 
highly correlated. with each other ( high r value) and also with the 
dependent variable. The variable having the higher correlation 1fi th 
the dependent variable will be one of the first inserted into the 
equation, whereas the other independent variable will be placed near 
.. 
'' 
the end, The high correlation coefficient (r) is directly responsible 
for this, Not being aware of this high correlation, one would assume 
that the one variable is much more significant than the others but 
. 
' in reality, only slightly more relevant (based on t-values). In 
studies where other criteria besides t-values enter into the selection 
of relevant variables, this oversight could be crucial. 
Ea.ch variable should be studied independently before stepwise 
regression is applied so that more insight of the overall situation 
may be attained. 
Non-Linear Re@ssion 
Thus far we have only considered linear regression functions, 
to the neglect of other functional forms, However, in many instances 
tt:ie relationship between the dependent variable am each of the 
independent variables is obviously not linear. Every independent 
variable must be analyzed separately to determine the most appropriate 
) 
functional form, Usually, the functional fora which displays the 
highest cor.relation with the dependent variable is selected.. 
ll. 
•.-, .• : • • j I,' . , ~- ·.- I•· ~,'·~'.·. 
,.... __ ,.-.-. . - ... - :,~· ., -·.· -, ;~~~ '• ..... , .. 
. ' 
In essence, an asS11D1ption of linearity between each of the 
independent variables and the dependent variable could upset the 
study and lead to invalid results. 
I. 
Develo;pig g, Reg_ression Equat.ion 
Certain basic steps should be followed when applying regression 
analysis to produce a forecasting model. These steps, listed in 
chronological order, are: 
1. Specify the variables 
2. Obtain data on the variables 
J, Specify the form of each variable 
4. Develop the best model 
The. last step is accomplished through the use of correlation 
analysis and stepwise regression, 
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IV. EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
Introduction 'l f 
A time series is a series of data observed successfully in time. 
The exponentially weighted moving average, also called exponent1~ 
smoothing, is a forecasting technique which utilizes only this·· 
historical stream of data. In its simplest form, the exponential 
system makes a forecast of a variable in the next period by a weighted 
average of the variable in the current period, and the forecast of 
the variable for the current period made in the previous period. Many 
variables, however, exhibit trends and seasonal fluctuations which 
must be considered when selecting the most appropriate smoothing 
model for forecasting. 
Three smoothing models, 1fh1ch were used in this st11dy, are now 
presented. 
Smoothing Models 
A number of variations of the exponential weighting method can 
I-. "' 
. ' 
be applied, In this section, a sample of three of the possible variants 
is presented. 
The first, and simplest, is the single smoothing model, As 
aentioned previously, this model is based on a pez~iod. by period adjust-
ment of the latest forecasted average. The smoothing function iss 
where, 
Pt• permanent component in period t 
Dt • actual data 
V ma number between O aid 1 p 
1:3. 
•. 
~ ....... -1~· 
i 
....... 
The component Dt contains randoa fluctuations, Pt, in this case, 
" 
is a forecasted average in the period t and is smoothed to discount 
... 
these fluctuations. The value of W, a smoothing constant, is the p 
percent of the possible variations in Dt that are discounted. large 
values of i react aore quickly to changes in the level of D :th*h p 
small values, but these &111ller figures possess a stronger smoothing 
.. 
· effect. 
Pt is not an extrapolation beyond known data am should not be 
used as a forecast for the present period, It can, however, be 
employed as a forecast for future periods. 
of Din period t + T can be represented as, 
(15) 
The siaple exponential model will not explain any apparent trend 
in a tiae series of data, In this situation, the double saoothing 
11odel is 11ore appropriate and the resulting forecast will be J1ore precise 




Ct is an average trend adjustment and W c is a saoothing factor, which 
asBU11es a value between zero and one, on trend in Pt. The current 
apparent trend (Pt - Pt_1), which is contained in equation (17), is 
subject to random fluctuations. The avenge trend adjustaent, Ct' 
Sllooths out these trends, 
A forecast of D in period t + T can be represented ass 
• 1 .
. . 14. ia"S •t _. =·. •'-' ..... -.-,n •• :• .; • .:.,,,~·--:~ C • ,._c,; ,C --•• ::::.::,:,~, 
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Some variables exhibit seasonal fluctuations as we11· as a trend, 
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noothing aodel is most suitable in this cirCW1stance, The :fm:a of 
the aodel for this "complete" forecaster is, 
where, St "" W8 (Dt/Pt) + (l-W8 ) St-L 
L • Periodicity of seasonal effect 
L • 12 for aohthly data 
L • 4 for quarterly ~ta 
·(20) 
I • saoothing factor for the ·seasonal effect (()A 1f !!:1) 
s s 
St ia the ~ent estimate of the seasonal factor for period t, 






Selection of We1Q!ted and Initial Conditions 
.. 
Initial values of P, C, and S 11Ust be derived in order to 
begin the forecasting process. The first pa.rt of the time series 
is used to establish these values, afterwards, this data is excluded 
from the testing of the forecasting method • 
.,Let us assume that twelve months of data are available for 
developing the initial conditions, The initial value of P JP0) is 
~qual to the average of the twelve ob•trvations, whereas C
0 
is the 
average change per period. Twelve initial values of S are needed and 
each is computed as a ratio of the actual datum for a period to the 
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The above results are considered initial values for the second·· part 
of the tiae series which is used in determining the appropriate 
aoothing aodel, 
. -·~ ,· . ', ""' 
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Selection of suitable smoothing constant(s) is critical. 
Miniai1ation of the forecasting error (difference between the actual 
observation and forecasted value of observation) is frequently 
employed as a selection criterion. The value(s) of the smoothing 
constant(s) which minimize the sum of squares of the forecast error 
(or 8UJl of absolute values of the forecast errors) are used in the 
model, 
Forecasting with Idle Mod.els 
The forecasting equations for each of the three S11oothing 11odels 
were presented in a previous section. The double smoothing function 
(reproduced below from equation (18)) is deployed here for illustra-
tive purposes1 ,, . . 
The aost recent values of P and C are usually chosen to generate a 
forecast. As a forecast lengthens, the probability of accuracy 
?' 
diminishes. Long range forecasts should be modified as more data 
becomes available, In other words, the original forecast is altered 
as time passes I hopefully, and in all probab11i ty, the revised fore cast 
will be more accurate. 
Short term forecasts a.re established for use in the day-to-day 
operations of a. business. A forecasting period of one (T a:r 1) generallJ 
yields the J?est results. In many instances, this is not feasible1 
insufficient reaction the is allowed for the collection of data n8'eded 
to calculate an estimate for the present period, A constant value of 
-
two or three is acceptable, but anything greater is uaually 1nadv1sabl•, 
.... 
I• : :.~. 
. 
4 
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The length of a forecast is governed by the-- ·apeo1?1c ___ si-tuation ___ · 
in which it is being utili"ed., After each time period, though, the 
forecaster should be evaluated to determine whether the forecast .. 
error can be attributed to natural variation or some external cause, 
If the error is deemed too large, the model can be updated by incor-
porating into it the most recent, and unused, data. The inclusion 
of thi·s data into the .model will probably cause a change in the values 
of the smoothing constants ahd, hence, in all likelihood, produce a 
> 















V. mHOD OF PROC&.'DURE 
Introduction 
The steps, listed in chronological o:r:der, followed 1n this 
study were 1 . 
• l 
1. Selection of variables 
2. Data collection 
3. Elimination of some variables through correlation analysis 
4, Determination of functional fora of each remaining variable 
' . 
' 
;. Utilization of regression analysis to develop forecasting 
model 
. 6. Generation of forecasts for variables in model through 
exponential smoothing 
7. Construction of time deposit forecast 
8. Evaluation of all forecasts 
The last step will be discussed in a later chapter, the others will 
be presented now. 
Selection of variables and Data Collection 
For convenience, these two steps were perfor11ed nearly sillultan-
eously. After researching the available (monthly) data.,. variables 
.,. 
expected to influence the level of time deposits were chosen. 
Since monthly figures for Pennsylvania and the Lehigh Valley are 
only published for a few variables, a majority of the data is national. 
Forty-two months of data, beginning with July, 1969, were gathered for 
each variable. The last six values were oai tted from the formulation . 
of the forecasting aod.el so that the forecaster could be tested, 
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The selected variables are listed in Table 1. There ia some 
rationale behind the choice of these variables. Many of them were 
selected under the simple assumption that the income received by people 
is either expended, saved, or invested, Total (net) time deposits 
,I 
t • may be a reflection upon savings. Corporate bond yields and the 
price index for common stocks are possible indicators of investment 
levels, whereas retail sales of durable goods represent expenditure 
flows. As investments and expenses inc~ease, the level of time deposits 
at First Valley may possiblJ decrease. 
Farnings, which are sources of savings capital, are directly 
represented by two variables1 average weekly earnings in the Lehigh 
Valley and personal income (for U, s.). A rise in earnings could very 
likely contribute to an increase in time deposits. A swelling of the 
consumer price index may bring about a drop in time deposits since more 
money will be required to purchase goods and, hence, less available 
for savings. Coapeti tors of commercial banks are also a factor. For 
instance, mounting savings capital at savings and loan associations 
might indicate a trend away from commercial banks, On the other hand, 
a rise in civilian work force enhances the possibility of time deposit 
growth. 




1, Treasury bond yields 
2. Corporate bond yields 
3. Municipal bond yields 
4. New housing starts 
5, Stock sales 
20. 
. 6. Population 
7. Gross proceeds from stocks, 
bonds and ·notes 
8, Total sales of bonds 
9, Purchasing power of the dollar 
10. New construction 
• 
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· 11. ConSUDler price index 
. (durables) 
16, Consumer cred.1 t ............ ~ ..... -"-~,, .... ,, .. ,.,.,, .. i.~, ........ ., ................... . 
12. Consumer price index 
.. (non-durables) 
17 • Index of stock prices 
18. Personal income 
19. Time deposits (net)· 
13 •. Retail sales of cars 
14. Production of steel 
15, Total assets of all 
at all commercial banks 
20, Total savings capital at 
savings and loan associations 
.. 
U, s. life insurance 
companies 
State Va:riables 
21... Retail sales of durable goods 
22. Retail sales of non=durable goods 
Lehigh Valley Variables 
2J .•. Unemployment rate 
24 •. Total unemployment 
25~.· Total civilian work force 
26. Average wee~ly earnings of production workers in manufacturing 
.. industries 
27_._ Accession rate in manufacturing industries 
28, Separation rate in manufacturing industries 
. - . 
lnternal (First Valley) Variables 
. 
29... Advertising expenses towards time deposits 
30. Time deposit levels ( dependent variable) 
TABLE l 
Analysis of the Variables 
• 
A portion of the independent variables were dropped fro• consider-
ation through use of a correlation matrix, This 11atrix, presented in 
Table 2, was generated by the LEAPS computer package, utillmed extens1 vely 
throughout this study. The values listed in the matrix are correlation 
coefficients, which were defined previou1l7 • 
....... 
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L 2 3 4 5 6 2 8 9 
' 1. l.0000 
2, .9~72 1.0000 
, •. - ~9340 .9314 1.0000 
4. -.8327 -.??86 -.791? 1.0000 I 
.s .. -.6602 -.7503 -.6449 .61442 1.0000 I ii 
6. -.7352 -.6664 -.7353 .9123 .5687 1.0000 ' I I 
?. -.3738 -.2302 -.3615 .4828 .0931 .6486 1.0000 ' I 
a. -.7925 -.7827 -.8209 .8884 .7428 ,9026 .4596 1 •. 0000 
9. •. 6963 .• 6131 .6m -.8917 -.5162 -.9935 -.6932 -.8811 1.pooo 
10. -.8420 -.8014 -.7900 .9314 .7139 ,9257 .4597 .8976 -.88.54 
11. -._6840 -.5969 -.6803 .8730 .4883 .<n47 .7229 .8663 -.9888 
12 
•• 
-. '7058 -.62.51 -.6906 ,90.56 .5507 .9945 .6.549 .8792 -.9914 
13. - • .59<:r/ -.5965 -.5019 .4499 .44.56 .4568 .1684 .5292 -.4021 
14,. ,3699 ,2172 .2?89 -.4083 · .1446 -.J?88 -,3617 -.2473 ,3819 
1.5. -.7610 -.7lo6 -.75ffl .9244 :6436 ·.9840 .5668 .8999 -.9622 I 




• 17 •. - •. 7968 - •. 83.54 -.7251 .7040 .8716 -~6146 .1109 • 7081 - •. 5483 
18 •. -.7080 -.6.52.5 -.7007 .8994 ,.'922 .9884 .6097 .8852 -.9766 
19 .. ... .:8073 -.7562 -.7912 .9428 ,6449 .9823 ,.5864 .9170 -.9645 
20 •. -.7770 -.7349 -.?494 .9228 .6679 .9558 .5070 .8920 -.924.5 
21. -.1411 -.008.5 -.0627 .3138 .1952 .2727 .1906 .205.5 -.2738 
22. -.3037 -.2366 -.2918 .4624 .2842 .4330 •. 2362 .4240 -.4308 
23. -.7?51 -.7363 -.7300 .8706 .5579 .8709 .6056 .8.583 -.8748 
24. -.2218 -.1933 -,1642 .19.57 ~U97 ~2179 ,1.531 .1608 -.21)4 
2.5. -.3430 -.2184 -.2?59 .4711 .0449 .5120 .5893 .4588 -.5622 
26. -.6809 -.64.55 -.6788 .8.580 .6087 .9007 .4141 .8124 -.8599 
27. ,0998 .1690 .2214 -.0448 -.1513 -.1265 .0389 -.2182 ,1124 
28. .1187 .1909 .22.51 -.1842 -.3980 -.2378 -.0008 -.361? .2093 
29. -.0326 ,0291 -.1168 .1576 -.0107 .0625 .0.171 .1J68 -.0537 
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. 19 .,--~-- - 11 12 13 14 1,5 16 ·17 18 r:. 
10. 1.0000 
;.•. -
.8482 i1 .• ... - 1.0000 I 
· 12. 
.9237 .9673 1.0000 I 111 
13. .61.54 .3453 .45.50 1.0000 1 · 1' 
14. 
-.337:3· - •. 3712 -.3746 -.2165 1.0000 
1.5 •. .9679 .9303 .9831 .5108 -.3252 1 •. 0000 
16. .9155 .8493 .9337 .4783 -.3636 .9531 1.0000 
17 •. 
.8233 • .5211 .60015 .5921 -.003.5 .?126 .5951 1.0000 
18. .9399 .9438 .9926 .487? -.3269 .9905 .9474 .6435 1.0000 
19. .9685 .9424 .9780 .5267 -.3416 .9906 .9231 •. 7178 • '1'192. 
20. .9864 .8860 • 9.592 .5756 -.3076 • 99fY1 .9528 •. 7610 .9738 
21. .3047 .2524 .3220 -.0069 -.1292 .3124 · .3739 .1821 .2959 
I I 
22--
.3937 .4537 ,4262 -.0989 -,185.5 .4248 .49:38 ,242J ,3963 • i 
2J. .8290 .8892 .8576 .4560 -.3968 .8413 .7112 .5969 .8434 
24. .1926 .1991 .2184 .1463 -.2099 •. 2130 .1567 ..1386 •. 2055 
25 •. .40?0 .6155 .5352 .2689 -.3301 .4492 .:3845 •. 1118 .4805 
I\)' 26 •. .9335 .ao17 .9059 .5079 -.3160 • <P-74 .9641 .7020 •. 9253 \.A) ,, 
• 27 • - •. 0517 -.1115 -.0788 .fr/ 51 -.3620 -.1007 -.1237 -.0570 -.1093 ' 
28. -.2347 -.1985 -.2113 -.OOJ2 -.3461 -.2632 -.2973 -.2433 -.2596 
29. .0462 .0636 ., .0489 -.lJ44 -.1419 .0570 .1311 -.0558 .02.54 
. - - .... -- ' 
-· ....... 19 20 21 22 2J 24 25 26 21 
19 •. · .1.0000 
20. ..9825 1._0000 
.21. •. 2912 .3298 1.0000 
22. ._4201 ._4062 .5840 1.0000 
23. .8835 .8228 .0946 .2786 1.0000 
·24. .1879 ..1916 -.1076 -.1.500 .2.549 1.0000 2.s •. •. 5117 .4444 .25?5 .3036 .6350 .0147 1 •. 0000 . . . 
26. •. 9181 .9.563 .3897 .47.50 .673.5 .1661 •. )140 1 •. 0000 
r,·. 
-.f1167 - •. 061:, .1157 -.2373 -.OJ25 -,043.5 ,.2459 -.1019 1.0000 
28. -._2080 _,.... - •. 2.541 -.0186 -.1822 -.1626 -.1122 .1218 -.2m •. 67:34 
29. .0484 .0510 ,4318 .5782 -.o64J -.1695 .0219 .1003 -.1123 
TABLE 2 (continued) 
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A coefficient of .90 or greater necessitated an elimination of one 
of the variables involved since retaining both would be redundant. 
They both account for approxiaately the eaae changes in the dependent 
variable, The variable was kept which, in my opinion, possessed 
more relevance I which would be more apt to display a ".true" relation-
ship with the dependent variable, 
Deteraining the aost appropriate functional fm:a far each of the 
reaaining variables was somewhat of a trial and error procedure, 
Graphs· of each of the independent variables vs. the dependent variable 
were first constructed, These scatter plots are located _in Appendix III. 
Freehand curves were fitted to some o:r the plots. This vas done sillply 
by drawing a continuous curve through the points by eye in such a way 
as to pass approximately through the center of the observations all 
along its course. For other variables, however, the observations 
were more widely scattered and the underlying relation was more 
difficult to determine. For these variables, the observations were 
classified. into appropriate groups and group averages calculated. 
It was necessary for the groups to be large enough so that the averages 
would not vary er1'atically froa group to group, This process facil-
itates the derivation of a continuous uooth curve, but'does not 
necessarily assume that a smooth curve can be fl tted. An illustration 
of this technique is located on the follovl.ng page with,Table 3 
containi:r;ig averages of the independent and d•pendent ~ables 
(/'~-
( X & Y respectively) ~d Figure) showing the plotted points and 
., . 
freehand fit • 
, /.. . i - • 
:l ' .C'. ' ' 
'' '" 
. ' i'' 
. ' 
: -.~ ' .I ·:, '• 
After· fitting a durYa to each set of points, a DUJllber of possible 
25. 
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functional f oraa were .apecl1f1ed tor eaeh variable. This step was 
performed w1 th the help of the mathematical funtions listed in Figure 4 
and other simple functions by selecting any form compatible with the 
,. ' 
fitted curve, The functional form yielding the highest correlation 
coefficient (R2) value, llhen regressed against the dependent variable 
(time.deposits), was chosen, For some of the variables, though, no 
functional form produced a significant R2 value and, hence, these 
variables were eliminated from the study, 
The remaining variables, in th~ir aost appropriate foras, were 
, ... :···"' ;,,,,·.,; ........ ,,.;,.y,:,'.,.;.,,,:,_.,, . ., ...... ,.,.utilized. in the. analysis, .f0r the development of the forecasting model, 











21-35 36-52 53-73 74-86 87-100 .. 
- - - - - - - - - -X y X y X y X y X y 
30 28 47 · 48 65 .58 81 77 '11 92 
TABLE 3 
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Develo:pmen~ of th! Regression Model 
~ The stepwise regression technique, explained in a previous chapter, 
was employed in the establishment of the most suitable forecasting 
.. 
moo.el, The variables were entered into the regression function in 
,. l descending order based on the proportion of variation of (the dependent 
variable due to each of the independent variables. Any variable 
possessing a t-value below 2.0 was disregarded. A low t-value 
. , 
(below 2.0) implies that we can reject at the 95% confidence level the 
hypothesis that there is a relationship between the independent and 
. . 
. 
dependent variables, In other words, ve are 95% certain. that there 
is no relationship between these variables and time deposits at First 
Valley. Furthermore, each of these variables contributed less than 
2 
. 
,01 to the value of B, which is not very significant. 
The variables having at-value greated than 2.0 and also increasing 
2 . . 
.. the value of R by .Ol or more were included in the _aodel, 
Spoothioo of the Forecaster Variables 
In order for time deposits to be estimated, forecasts of each of 
the irdepenclent variables included in the regression model were first 
established th1~11Ugh utilization of exponential saoothing. 
Three S11oothillg models were tested on the data of each variable 
so that the most appropriate model for each one could be determined-.-~ 
Although these models were thoroughly discussed in a previous chapter, 
a brief description of each will now be presented. 
The single smoothing model, which is the simplest, takes a 
weighted. average of all past observations and uses this as a forecast 
28. 
·, ,., ,, ... 
,, ' 
,·,.·,.· . 
. :.-.- . . -
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.. '.' "', 







of the present mean of the distribution, Tlis model would be aoat 
-~-appropriate for a time series of data having no.definite seasonal 
pattern or long run trend. 
The double saoothing model accounts for any apparent'trend in 
the data by means of a trend adjustment, an exponentially weighted 
average trend, If the single saoothing model was used to establish 
:·11. 
a forecast for this data., the forecast average would lag significantly 
behind any u,pwaxd or downward trend, 
When a time series exhibits a definite seasonal pattern and long 
run tren~,the triple smoothing model is most suitable, Any other moclel 
.. 
The computer program listed in Append~x IV was used to designate 
.. 
the proper smoothing model for each variable, This prograa employs as 
its decision criterion the sum of the absolute values of the forecasting 
errors, 
First, all required initial values were computed using one year 
.. 
of data. The remaining thirty-six months of data were then used to 
evaluate each of the smoothing models by pretending that the future vaa 
unknown, making a forecast, moving along one period of actual data, 
Qompi.ring the forecast 1fi th the actual, absorbing the actual data into 
the model, making another forecast, and so on, All possible cabinations ····· 
----~.--
of the smoothing constants (WP,W", V8 ) between .01 and • .50, using an 
increment of .01, were applied in the above process. (In practice, 
values greater than • .SO are seldom selected},· 
. . ',' . 
The model which ndnim1 zed the Billi of the absolute values of the ' · 
forecasting errors was chosen. The corresponding smoothing constant(s) 
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establishing a forecast, 
0 
This procedure was perfm:aed. for each variable in the regreaa1on 
equation. 
Construction of Tille Deposit Forecast 
A six month forecast of time deposits was established by 
substituting the estimated values of the variables from the prev~ous 
section into the regression aod.el, These forecasted figures were 
then compared to the actual levels of tiae depoai ta ao as to eval.uate 
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Upon coapleting the atialysis of the correlation matrix (Table 2), 
the following variables were retained for further analysis• 
1. Treasury bond yields 
2. Stock sales 
J. Gross proceeds froa stocks, bonds, and notes 
4. Purchasing power of the dollar 
S. Retail sales of cars 
6. Steel production 
1. Total assets of all life insurance coapanies 
8. Retail sales of durable goods (Pa,) 
9. Uneaployment rate (Lehigh Valley) 
. . 
10. Total uaeaployaent (L,V.) 
.. 
11. Total civilian work force (L,V.) 
12. Average weekly earnings of production workers in manufacturing 
industries (L,V,) 
.. 
1), Aecession rate in manufacturing industries (L. v.) 
14. Separation rate in manufacturing industries (L. V.) 
1.5, Advertising expenses for time deposits (First _Valley Bank) 
Throughout the remainder of this ·report, the above variables will 
soaetimes be referenced by the corresponding number, 
Variables 6, lJ, 14, and 15 were dropped from the study because 
none of the tested functional. forms yielded~ significant R2 value;! 
\ 
- :s· ! An examination of the scatter plots of each of these variables vs. 
time deposits (located in Appendix IV) would lead one to this same 
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The moat appropriate functional foras of each ot the surviving 
variables are listed in !able 4. 
· va:r1ab1·e· .. . Functional Form B2 Value 
1 1/ x1 .4904 
2 ~2 .3671 
:3 1/ X'J .2712 
4 log X4 .7703 
.5 x5 + xf + x53 .4.501 
7 ~ 2 .8899 8 
.3110 xa + xa 
9 ~ .sso; 
10 XlO + XlO 2 .9+76 
11 x11 .8768 
12 xl2 .2216 






. .. .. . 
These variables, in their appropriate toras, were then used in the 
stepwise regression analysis. The forecasting aodel resulting from the 
utilization of this technique is, 
..... ~ ................... ,J.,~ .• ~.,t;":.-.':,•_•,••_, ............ ".",'.~:~:·,_• ,., .. ' .. .''''.'.'.''.''.''.''.''.''''.''.''.''.''.'''','','".'\'','',: .~.··.··.,·.·.-·.-·,•·.· -··:··-:·: ··•;•;•,•:•:•:•:1:•:·:':':'·,;•:•;'.''.''."'''.'.'.~'.::·1·•·•"~".' , .. • 
.,_. 
where 
· y • - 1.5, 636, 519, 609 + 36, 7Tl x11 
+ 66, J.56, 459 Xl2 
·y. • level of tille· deposits at First Valley 
....,_,_,.,......................... . , ....... . 
(25) 
'flw. ;relewmt reg:l'88ffon st&tiatica for this .aodel are presented in 
Tables. 
. ' . 
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' Varia1'le 12 was introduced first into the regression aocJ.ei and 1 t 
... ,...,. . 
. . 
&lone accounted for 87. 7% of the variation in tillle deposits. Variable 
11 was next entered into the equation and the R2 value increased to 
., 
approximately • 914, In other words, this variable explained another 
-). 7% of the fluctuations in the dependent variable~- None of the other 
variables contributed even as much aa .01 to tbe value 11£ R2 , hence, 
none were kept in the model. 
The double smoothing model, 11'1 th values of V and W equal to p C 
• .50 and , 04 raspecti vely, was selected. aa the forecaster for variable 
12. Components P48 and c48 (where 48 corresponds to June, 1972), 
' 
w1th values of 1.52.83 and .89 respectively, were used to construct 
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The triple smoothing aodel emerged as the optimal forecaster 
' .. , . . .. .. .. ... 
for variable 11. The resulting values of W , V • and V included 
. p C 8 
• f ,• ' I 
- .. 
in the pa.rtic.:ular aodel are .36, .22, am • .50 respectively, A six 
month forecast was constructed with coaponents P42, C 42 · and s s .. 
. · ' 31 - 48, 
all of whose values are·llsted in Table 7 • 
P42 • 9,520 S42 1,00 
C42 79 S43 .99 
8:37 1.01 S44 ,98 
538 1.01 B4.5 .99 
8:39 1.00 S46 .99 
84o 1.00 S47 1.00 
~41 1.00 S4a 1.02 
TABLE 7 
The forecasted values, presented in Table 8 along with the actual 
figures, were produced by means of the following torrau1aa 
Where 
t • 42 
T • 1, •••••• ,6 
L • 12 
For ex1•ple, n50, 11h1ch is the estimated civilian work foree for August, 
1972, was calculated as followsa 
D.50 • D42,8 • (P42 + S C42) 838 
·--
A eix aonth forecast of time deposits'vas established by· substituting 
/ 
the estillated values of.V&riables 11 and 12, listed in Tables 6 and 8, 
34 • 
'· , 
. . ·,·, .. · ,' ' •• ' l 
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into the regression aod.e:t ____ (equation (2,).), 
.... ... . . -.. " . . ... -. . .. 
Forecast Actual 
July '72 . 2.52.,095 246,400 
August 252,175 249,800 
September 249,757 248,000 
October 249,836 248,400 
Nove:mber 249,915 249,200 
December 249,994 249,100 
TABLE 8 




















*5, 028,672, 000 




..__ _______ ...._ _______ _ 
* Merger 
TABLE 9 
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VII, DISCUSSION OF RBSULTS 
The two independent variables included in the regression 
. ' 
model {equation (25)) explain 91,37~ of the total variation 1n the 
dependent variable, tillle deposits, Both variables are significant 
as indicated by their t-values of 3,75 and 16.20. Furthermore, the 
direct association of each with the Lehigh Valley r~inforced their 
relevance as predictors of time deposits at First Valley Bank. 
Variable 12 could be used alone as an adequate forecaster, but 
variable 11 cannot, and should not, be omitted fro• the mod.el since 
it adds an appreciable a.aount (J,7%) to the total percentage of 
explained variation in the dependent variable. 
Figure 5 reinforces the selection of the double smoothing 
model to forecast average weekly earnings ( variable 12). Earnings 
aze shown to be steadily increasing and, hence, exhibit a definite 
11pwa:rd trend, Values of the components P and C for the months of 
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A six aonth forecast was constrncted from the aost recent values 
' . 
of P and c. These values were selected because they are the largest 
and, hence, are the moit capable of accounting for the latest increase 
in earnings. A comparison of the actual and forecasted. :tigures is 







=~ 1.5.5 :a 
Q) 





























The eat1nates lag somewhat behind the actual values, but a forecast, 
based on any other set of P and C would lag even more, The present lag 
is due primarily to the sharp 1nci-ease in earnings from June to July 
11h1ch the aodel could not account for. The inclusion of the last six 
data Y&lues of 1972 into the aodel would explain this large rise in 
earnings and, therefore, produce a more accurate forecast in 191J. 
lore detail on this will be presented in the next chapter. 
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Figure 7 illustrates the pattera of variable 11 (civilian 
work force) over the thirty-six month period beginning in July, 1969. 
The data exhibits a slight trend and definite seasonal variations which 
imply that the triple smoothing model was the beat choice. Table 11 
· contains values of the components P and·c for the months of July, 1971, 
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The largest pair of values (December) was selected to generate a six 
aonth forecast through December, 1912, A forecast based on any set of 
values after December would explain the seasonal variations, but. would 
- lag behihd the actual values as a result of the negative value of c •. 
On the other hand, any pair of figures preceding December would gener-
" ' ,,, ,•' . 
:· i,.,.- ' ... ' 
. . ' 
' . .."' . 
... · ............... ··--··"··· 
• t ., 
ate a forecast which accounts for the upward trend, but not as efficiently 
as the Deceaber set (because of the higher C value) , Figure 8 presents 
an illustration of the eatillatea and actual values of civilian work 
39. 
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force for July, 1972, through Deceaber, 1972. 
•· . 
The first two estimates are quite high, whereas the remaining 
4 ,. • • 
values a:re fairly close to the actual figures,· Any other pair of 
the components P and C (from Table 11) would produce better estimates 
, .. 
of the first two months, but the reaaining forecasts would begin to 
lag behind the actual values. 
Before selecting the most appropriate values of P and C, a 
thorough analysis of past data must b~ conducted. More emphasis on 
the aost recent data will aid in attaining a better 1nsig~t into the 
.. 
futllre. This type of analysis 11111 gieatly enhance the choice of the 
- . 
aoat suitable values of P and C, 
An illustration of tihe pattern of time deposits at First Valley 
over the three year period beginning in July, 1969, is illustrated 1n 
.. 
Figure 9. Graph a of the actual and fore casted values of tiae depoai ts 
. . 
far July, 1912, through December, 1972, are displayed in Figure 10. 
The first three estimates are quite adequate, whereas the latter three 
lag drastically behind the actual levels. This significant lag is 
due 11ainly to the aerger contracted by the bank In October, 1972. 
The forecasting model was unable to account for this sudden huge 
increase caused by the merger. Adding these six months of data into 
the mod.el woold enable the forecaster ta react to the recent increase, 
In. other words, a forecast in 1973 waild not lag because of the aerger 
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VIII, BBVISING THE FORECAST 
Forecasts should be updated as t1me iasses to· increase the· 
probability of obtaining better accuracy, For illustrative purposes, 
suppose a forecast of First Valley tillle deposits for April, 1973, 
through December, 1973, has been established, This particular forecast 
is based on data only through ·January, 197:3, since there is a lag of 
over a month in the aiJailability of data. Specifically, data on 
average weekly earnings and civilian work force in the Lehigh Valley 
for February are not accessible util April, These figures are avail-
able in the Labor Market Letter for the Lehigh Valley Area. 
When the February figures become available, they are inserted. 
into the computer progralll (Appendix IV) 1'h1.ch selects tbe most suitable 
aoothing mod.el, Froa the iairs of coaponents (P and C) generated, 
the most appropriate set is selected. For our :purposes, these are 
usually the largest values. Forecasts of the twa independent variables 
tar May, 1973, through Deceaber, 1973, can now be constructed. These 
eatillates will be more significant than the original f orecasted values 
because the aost recent available data bas been inel.uded 1n the aodel. 
Any recent changes in the patterns of these variables can now be 
accounted far, 
The coefficients of the regression aodel (equation (25)) will 
change with the addition of new data, In our exaaple, insertion of 
the February figures for the two independent variables and time deposits 
into the LEAPS co11puter prograa will produce a new forecasting equation. 
A revised forecast of tiae deposits froa Play, l'll'J, through December, 
1973, can be denloped. by substituting the ~e• estiaatea of the two 






. ... :,,,,·; 
independent variables far this su,e period into the new forecasting 
aodel. In all probability, these est1aates will be more accurate 
since any recent changes in tt·ae deposits are explained by the 
modified model. 
This entire process can be exercised whenever new data beooaes 
available, 
In essence, revising the forecasting aodel enhances the 
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IX, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOKS 
The tiae deposit forecasting model for First Valley Bank was 
for11ulated through the application of regression analysis, Two 
independent variables are contained in the regression equations 
average weekly earnings of procluction workers in manufacturing 
industries in the Lehigh Valley and total civilian work force in the 
.. 
Lehigh Valley o .Both of these variables are significant since they 
po~.ast-values of 16.20 and J.7.5 respectively, Together, they 
explain approximately 92~ of the total variation in time deposits. 
"-l 
Fcmecasts for each of the independent variables were generated 
through the use of exponential smoothing. Since average weekly 
earnings is constantly increasing, the double saoothing mod.el was 
eaployed, Civilian work force exhibits a slight upward trend and 
definite seasonal variations I hence, the triple smoothing model. 
These estimates were substituted into the regression model in erder 
to construct a forecast for tiae deposits. 
Except for the aerger in October, ·1972, the eat1wates of tille 
deposits agreed :fovorably with the actual values. This aerger, though, 
will be incorporated into the aod.el resulting froa a regression 
analysis which includes the second ha~ of 1972, and first part of 1973. 
Consequently, the estiaates will no longer lag behind the actu&l 
levels of tine deposits as a result of the October, 1972, merger. 
An area for future investigation is the development of individual 
forecasting aodela for the three aajor coaponents of time deposits 
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Description of Different Typea of 
Tiae Deposi ta at Firat Valley 
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41! RlinULAR P~OOK SAVIB~S 
o;)J 
Interest paid from day of deposit to day of withdrawal No llliniaua 
deposit. No withdrawal notice required, 
5! PACEMAKER PASSBOOK SAVING~ 
Interest from day of deposit to day of withdrawal. Any amount opens 
y~ account and any amount can be added at any time, Interest pa.id 
quarterly. Vi thdrawals can be made w1 thout notice d.uring first 10 daya 
of each quarter (Jan,, April, July, Oct.) provided funds have. _been on 
deposit 90 days. Any other tiae, give 90 days written notice. 
5t! CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 
Qne year or more maturity. Open your account w1 th $100 or aore. 
Interest is paid annually. 
Si~ CURRENT INCOME CERTIFICATES 
One year ar more maturity. Open your account w1 th $1000 or. _aore. 
Interest piid monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually. 
~3/4('e CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 
24 months or more maturity. Open your account w1 th $100 or aore. 
Interest paid annually. 
:P /4 % CURRENT ~NCOME CERTffiCATES 
24 months or more ma.turi ty. Open your account w1 th $1000 or aore. 
Interest paid aonthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually. 
INCOME CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 
12 months maturity. In amounts of $100,000 or aore, Interest paid 
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or at ma tur1 ty. Interest rate ia 
equivalent to rate paid by leading money center banks. 
SHORT TERM CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 
:30 to 89 days maturity. Open your account with $100,000 or aore, 
Interest rate is equivalent to rate paid by leading aoney center banks. 
~ "(JO rw-~ ,, '~ 
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Append.ix II 
Tables of Dat& Values 
For ill Variables Used 
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TOTAL TIME·DEPOSITS AT ALL OOMMERCIAL WKS 
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PROGRAM NAME (INPUT, OUTPUT} 
DIMENSION DATA {48) . 
DIMENSION P (49), C(49), S(60) 
READ ll, (DATA (I),I•l,12) 
ll FORMAT . (F6o O) 
RSUMcO,O 
DO 1000 k=l,12 
RSUM cRSUM· + DATA (X) 
1000 CONTINUE 
P(l) = RSUM/12.0 · .. 
C(l) = (DATA (12) - DATA (1)/12.0 
L-1 
4 S.(L) a DATA (L)/P(l) 
L-L+l . 
IF (L.EQ.13) GO TO 5 
GO TO 4 
5 BEAD 12, (DATA (I), I•l3,48) 
12 FORMAT (F6,0) 
BSUM = 1000008. 
WP-.•. 01 











IF (N.EQ 14) GO to 20 
Co to 10 
SUM = 01 0 . 
P(N) .m (VP*DATA(I))+((l-lP)*P(M)) 





IF (I,EQ. 49) GO TO 30 
GO TO 21 
IF(SUMoGE.BSUM) GO TO ltO 
BSUM m SUM 
BVP :a WP 
WP m WP+.Ol 
IF (Wl\,GE. ,565) GO TO 50 




Print 13 9 BSUM, BWP --------- . 
FORMAT (1X 9 FlJ,2, FlJ,2) · 
WP 6 oOl 
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· 60 P(H) • (VP*DATA (I)) + ((1-VP) * (P(M) + C{M))) 





If {N,EQ.14)GO TO 70 / GO TO 60 
70 P(N) = (VP*DATA(I))+{(l-WP)*(P~~) +c(M))) 
I C(N) -~ (VC*(P(N) - P(M)))+((l-VC)*C(M)) 




IF (N .EQ • .50) GO TO 80 / GO TO 78 





IF (WP.GE •• 50.5)00 TO 1,10 
GO TO 500 
llO IC-WC+0 0l 
IF (WC.~E •• .50.5)00 TO 120 
GO TO 100 
120 PRINT 14,BSUM,~WP,BWC 
14 FORMAT (1X,Fl3 .• 2,F13,2,Fl3.2) 
400 wc~.01 






200 P(N ~ (VP*(DATA(I) /S(M).) )+( (1-WP)*(P(M)+c(M))) 
C(N. ~ (WC*(P(N)-P(M)))+((l-WC)*(C(M))) 





if(N.EQ.14) GO TO 130 
-·· GO TO 200 
\ 
1)0 P(B = (WP*(DATA(I)/S(M)))+((l-VP) * {P(M) +c(I))) 
C(N a (VC*(P(N) -P(M) )+((1-WC)*C(M)) 





IF (N.EQ • .50) GO TO 140 
Go TO 130 
140 IF (SUM.GB.BSUM)$0 TO 150 
I 'I 
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..... Bvc·~c, ......... , ..... ,··cc::;:·;::·.:·:-·:······. . .. : ·;~.-···· ........ -...•.... ~"',· 
BWS=VS. 
VP-=WP+.01 
IF(WP.GE •• 51) GO TO 160 
GO TO 600 · · 
vc-wc+.01 
If (WC.GE •• 51) ·co TO 170 
GO TO 300 
11SaWS+.Ol 
IF (WS.GE,.51) GO TO 180 
GO TO 400 . 
PRINT 1.5, B.SUM,BWP,BWC,BWS 
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